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Maximize Your Web Presence Using Web Domain Properties

Virtual Real Estate on the Web
The internet has been the most disruptive force in business
since the advent of television, or radio, or perhaps even
newspapers... But for as much as it's revolutionized how we
do business, some things will never change.

"Location, location, location" is essential to business success
in the physical world, and no less so in the "virtual" online
world. The di�erence is that there are only so many prime
locations in your city, but the web is more like the game of
Monopoly, where you can bump a competitor o� the top spot
in Google search ( or more accurately multiple competitors
o� several top spots... think of a board game in 3D!)

In my area, a famous PI lawyer has billboards lining major
roads, where you can have an accident almost anywhere and
look up and see him. Not practical for most of us physically...
but online is a di�erent story. 

We all know that McDonald's is really in the real estate
business - generating income while letting the land it sits on
appreciate is a time tested strategy. Virtual real estate is no
di�erent.

Top web domains sell for tens of millions of dollars. Good
local domains can sell for thousands. It's easy to see why.

Search and SEO
SEO is getting more complex and
sophisticated, but why make it harder than it
needs to be? New, potential clients search for
simple, direct terms for the service they need
- which makes speci�c domains easier to rank
in the search engines.

For example, is someone looking for public
relations in the Delray Beach area more likely
to use "Delray lawyer" or "XYZSurname and
partners"?
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Maximize Your Web Presence Using Web Domain Properties

Your Business Everywhere
Lays potato chips built their brand o� their motto, "Betcha can't eat just one!" Why limit
yourself, when you have a whole bag of savory tastiness? There are many reasons to have
multiple domain names for your business. Billboards are �xed to a certain spot, but domains
can show up in multiple keyword searches. 

Who says you can't have more than one domain show up for the top keyword searches for
your business category? To do that, you need more than one domain name, of course. If you
o�er multiple, related services, each domain could focus on one of those services, broadening
the range of searches you show up in naturally.

Why not create a general information site on your area of expertise, and link to your main
business website? Catch people earlier in the process, and pull them towards your way of
thinking while they are upstream from the obvious �shing holes. 

People want fast, direct access to what they're looking for, so smaller, targeted websites are a
great way to get them into your circle without losing them in a big, cumbersome website. 
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Maximize Your Web Presence using Domain Properties

Tying into O�ine Promotions

Most business are using a blend of
online and o�ine advertising and
promotion. Having a clean, simple, easy
to spell (and type on a mobile phone!)
web domain makes it easy to drive
people to your website.

My simple rule for a great web domain
name is whether someone could hear it
while driving or in a conversation and
be able to remember it without writing
it down. 

A great web domain checklist:

* Relevant 

* Easy to Spell 

* Short and Easy to Type

* .COM Extension (the default)

Another key to o�ine promotions is
tracking. How can you know what's
working if you can't track it? 

Use web domains like tracking phone
numbers. User stats can show you how
many people are visiting from a given
campaign. 

Drive people to a speci�c landing page,
then have them subscribe to get a
whitepaper or other valuable free
content. 

Moving people from o�ine to online
can be a bit tricky, so making it as
friction-free as possible is key. 

We're in the midst of a sea-change in
how people use media, with the web
and especially mobile taking over. 

 

Search ranking is more and more determined
by actual visits to websites as the search
engines create better ways to provide people
what they're looking for.

Using o�ine promotions to drive tra�c to
your websites is only going to help improve
your position in the search engines and in
turn the ROI on your projects and the long
term value of your virtual real estate.
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For more information contact me at

MikeBroadwell.com

or call 404-482-1968

Building Value and Authority

A good branded domain name is a resource that will add value to your business for
now and in the future. It's a growing asset that will continue to appreciate over the
life of your business.

A quality, branded domain will increase the value when you sell your business,
especially if your current domain is based on a personal name that will have to be
changed by the new owner. The more the web grows in the future, the more
important this consideration will be.

Authority - Having a strong, branded name imparts authority in the mind of the
potential client. For example, using DelrayLawyer.com automatically puts you in
the category of major players in the Delray Beach legal market. 

For centuries, business owners have been at the mercy of a few media outlets that
held all the cards. Old habits die hard, but the internet has opened up a whole new
world of ever evolving options. Don't be shy about thinking outside of the box!
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